Hyundai Foreign School: Year 7/8/9 Curriculum Overview (Term 1)
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SUBJECT

English

Start
of Year
Tasks

Unit 1A Horror and suspense
Students explore the features of
horror and suspense writing before
using this to write their own short
stories

Maths

Unit 1A Number and Calculation
Learning Objectives include:  Recognise
negative numbers as positions on a number
line, and order, add and subtract positive and
negative numbers in context, Recognise the
equivalence of simple fractions, decimals and
percentages.

IMYC

Celebration
Big Idea: There is value in recognising and
observing special events through ritual and
with joy and happiness.

Korean

Culture:Origin of Chuseok celebration
Reviewing of Hangeul alphabet
Greetings in Korean

Unit
1A
con
t.

Unit  1B Writing – some
advanced skills
 Students to further develop good
sentence and punctuation skills,
where sentences are varied and
crafted to achieve desired effects

Unit 1B Algebra and Geometry
Learning Objectives include: Generate terms
of a linear sequence using term-to-term and
position to-term rules; find term-to-term and
position-to-term rules of sequences, including
spatial patterns; Know that algebraic operations,
including brackets, follow the same order as
arithmetic operations.

Celebration

Unit 1C
Speaking and
listening
workshop
Students about
the features of
successful
explanations,
presentations and
how to conduct a
formal debate.

Unit 2C Poetry please!
Students to read, explore
and discuss a range of
poems and prepare oral
performances of certain
poems

Unit 1C Handling Data and Measures
Learning Objectives include: Use the
language of probability to describe and interpret
results involving likelihood and chance, Choose
suitable units of measurement to estimate,
measure, calculate and solve problems in
everyday contexts.

Balance
Big Idea: Things are more stable when different elements are in the correct
or best possible proportions.

Culture: Korean History & King Sejong
Reviewing of Hangeul alphabet
Talking about myself in Korean

Culture: Korean Food
Reviewing of Hangeul alphabet
Useful Phrases  for Going out

